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BRITISH LEGEND MEETS SWISS VIRTUE
ASTON MARTIN ST. GALLEN CONSTRUCTS EXTRAORDINARY FLAGSHIP STORE WITH
A FASCINATING PARKING SYSTEM
Michael Dünser

Is it true that too many cooks spoil the broth? Not always. Should you always stick to what you know?
You don’t have to. Is tradition something for nostalgic people? Not necessarily. As you can see, it’s
time we cleared up one or two legends. What has all of this got to do with the innovative engineers
at Skyline Parking, two doctors from Rehetobel, a well-known bank and Investnet? Read on to learn
about one legend that will be sticking around for a long time: the Aston Martin one.

There are only four countries in the world that deliver luxury
sports cars more often than here in Switzerland. Around
2,700 cars of this kind have been sold in our country since the
turn of the millennium – a considerable share of these at
Aston Martin St. Gallen.

“We don’t just sell cars, we sell the
experience too.”
Andreas Baenziger and Florian Kamelger, Aston Martin St. Gallen

Writing about Aston Martin means engaging with a magical
history. Namely, the history of a company that has spent over
100 years packing three elements into their each of their cars:
power, beauty and soul. Under Dr Ulrich Bez, Aston Martin
has transformed itself from an occasionally ailing niche
manufacturer into a profitable global player. Bez originates
from the car-loving German region of Swabia, having already
undertaken managerial positions at Porsche, BMW and
Daewoo before relocating to England (a CEO since 2000, a
member of the supervisory board and brand ambassador
since 2014). As a stroke of luck, the result was a union
between uncompromising German engineering prowess
prescribed by the technology and British tradition that has

become legendary – as Bez respects the legend, but hasn’t
preserved it. In no way does this ring truer than when it comes
to James Bond, who remains highly valued. With very few
exceptions, the super-agent on Her Majesty’s secret service
has had an Aston Martin at his disposal as a service vehicle
for over 50 years.
Sticking to what you know
The fact that the Swiss also take a great deal of pleasure in
racy sports cars with timeless designs is reinforced by Dr
Florian Kamelger and Dr Andreas Baenziger. The two doctors
(one a trauma surgeon, the other an orthopaedic) manage a
company in Rehetobel that “specialises in the entire treatment chain for illnesses or injuries of the musculoskeletal
system”. However, as you can’t plan for everything in life,
contact began with the automobile industry at an early stage
and an initial detour landed them both at Aston Martin.
Kamelger and Baenziger run the only exclusive liaison office
in Switzerland for Englishmen. “All other Swiss dealers are
multi-brand dealers,” explained South Tyrolean-born Kamelger, who built up a second business area together with his
partner in St. Gallen in 2010. And it’s been so successful that
it’s resulted in a new home for Aston Martin St. Gallen in
Niederwil.
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Successful symbiosis: Aston Martin St. Gallen, Skyline Parking, Raffeisen and Investnet.

A space miracle
The new domicile will suit the luxurious English vehicles
perfectly. The central component of the project is the parking
system by Skyline Parking AG. Described by the NZZ as a highrack facility, it allows each car to find a suitable parking space
without any human assistance at all – neatly, quickly and
conveniently. “The flexibility of our systems makes them an
enormously space-saving solution, which also guarantees
maximum security for exclusive vehicles. That’s how we complement the very high standards of Aston Martin perfectly,”
commented a delighted Richard Denzler, CEO of Skyline
Parking. “After all, special cars deserve special treatment, even
when they’re parked.”

“Luxurious, hand-finished cars deserve
special treatment, even when they’re
parked.“ Richard Denzler, CEO of Skyline Parking
The site in Niederwil has been transformed to give customers
a fascinating experience that’s about much more than just
buying cars. Partners like Bang & Olufsen, Gaggenau and
collaboration with a gourmet chef have all been supporting
“the largest investment so far by an Aston Martin dealer
worldwide,” the operators told us, with audible pride. As a
result, the delivery of a vehicle can turn into more of an event
if the client desires. The new luxury car dealer was designed by

Dr med. Florian Kamelger, Peter Wüst,
Dr med. Andreas Bänziger, Richard Denzler

Aston Martin’s Chief Creative Officer, Marek Reichman, and
shows the vehicles in their best light in the stylish showroom.
Too many cooks don’t always spoil the broth
It shouldn’t be forgotten that projects of this scale require a
solid economic foundation. In 2013, Investnet came into play
with a minority stake (33%) in Skyline Parking AG. This wasn’t
limited to just the financing, but also to assist the company in
an advisory capacity. All concerned are in agreement that,
looking back, their presence on the board of directors has led
to a more professional basis for activities and a clear strategic
focus. This also included a restructuring of the sales organisation with their own sales units for the key markets. Among
other things, this led to involvement at Aston Martin St. Gallen
with Raiffeisenbank as external financers and Investnet
coming on board too. Investnet provides mezzanine capital as
an essential part of the financing plan.

“Bringing together the right partners
facilitates projects that benefit everybody
in the end.” Peter Wüst, Investnet AG
At the end, there was one solution that made Florian Kamelger
and Andreas Baenziger “extremely satisfied” with all service
providers. “Partnerships like these deliver real added value for
everyone involved and make projects of this scale possible.”
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Skyline Parking AG headquartered in Winterthur develop and sell the latest generation of automated parking systems throughout Europe
and other selected markets.

AUTOMATED PARKING SYSTEM (APS) AT ASTON MARTIN ST. GALLEN
On sloping terrain with high groundwater level and two
underground levels, the APS from Skyline offers 90 spaces
for storing vehicles of all different sizes. There are parking
spaces in three different heights, four lengths and on six
levels. Cars are stored sideways on a double-deep basis and
are housed in an area covering just 300 m2. With a system
height of 14 m, this means that 47 m3 of space is required
per parking space. For comparative purposes: in conventional car park systems, this value is 2 to 4 times higher on
average.
The Skyline solution for Aston Martin St. Gallen is equipped
with two entry and exit lobbies. Unique transport
technology enables vehicles to be stored in just 45 to 65
seconds – with Swiss clockwork reliability.

environmental factors and the oxygen-reduced system
doesn’t allow fire to develop at all.
When it comes to APS, the chauffeur becomes largely
redundant. All he needs to do is park the vehicle in an entry
lobby. From there it’s transported to the next available
parking space fully-automatically and retrieved again later
by iPad request. No need for driving lanes, ramps, lifts and
pavements, which saves a lot of space.
In comparison to accessible parking solutions, APS reduce
CO2 levels by over 85% simply due to the fact that cars are
transported within the parking system with their engines
switched off, the reduced electricity requirement and the
greener energy used.

An APS doesn’t just eliminate the risk of dents, scratches,
theft and vandalism. The sealed parking spaces with temperature regulation also protect valuable cars against any
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